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lease and that agent/individual rents out the premises on a short term
without the Main Strata Management being involved in the qualification of
the new occupants. Not only do holiday short stays happen, but also all
manner of undesirable occupants can be let into these multi-dwelling units.
The appended article on Dockland highlights what could occur when
ganglands figures, illegal sex workers and slum landlords penetrate, not to
ignore the problem of backpackers over crowding apartments
Currently the
is located in a somewhat residential suburb,
which ambience is expected to change as the adjacent Barangaroo is finalised
with that new Casino and we need to be well prepared to deal with this short
stay problem. We have had problems in the past with Drug Dealers and
Escort Agencies which we managed by directly drawing owners and agents
attention to this situation, however more recently using the sub-agency
arrangement and although we have a by-law prohibiting Short Term Leasing,
it is difficult, in practice, to effectively enforce.
We have asked the Sydney Town Hall to assist, however their method is to
prosecute, which requires well-documented cases and this takes too long to
be effective.
A key recommendation for this Inquiry is for the development of effective
and responsive deterrents and penalties that either the Owners Corporation
or Authorities can utilize to stop illegal use of their dwellings.
Other Concerns
1. Security and Access Controls
In a secure building, such as the
, an owners and/or
residents access and facilities are somewhat controlled by the Owners
Corporation Staff, this is managed with extreme protection for the residents
rights, however if legislation could be established that, with the appropriate
authorization being signed off, that illegal tenants could be prohibited.
2. Airbnb & Stayz
These are most likely short stay and not compliant with both our by-law and
the City of Sydney restriction of Strata use, in our case. They may, however,
be more difficult to discover if the Key transfers are off site and the visitors
are not using vehicles.
Concluding Remarks
Currently, there are three main issues:
1. We have a growing number of illegal breaches of our by-law and we need your
assistance to provide a more effective method of control.
2. We share our building with another strata particularly some Common
Property and Services , which blatantly abuses the City of Sydney restrictions of
short term rental use. and in doing so creates risks towards the Life-styles of the
residents.

3. We are most concerned about the NSW Gov. Inquiry into holiday short term
matters, and we are most interested that the outcome strengthens the policing.
Particularly as we noted the recent article in the SMH about Docklands with
concern, particularly as the Packer Casino will be built adjacent to us in
Barangaroo.
We look forward to some appropriate outcomes of the Inquiry and we are willing
to cooperate with any further information to assist any required clarification.
Yours sincerely
Brian Adams

